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Note:
•

Wall Devices’ firmware is constantly updated. It is recommended you to contact the
Technical Support team at support@hypervsn.com to find out if you have the latest
firmware and to upgrade to the latest version.

•

HYPERVSN Wall application constantly being improved so its functionality is subject to
change.

•

The appearance of pages as presented in this manual may differ from your setup
depending on the operating system, browser used and HYPERVSN Wall application
version.

HYPERVNS Wall application hereinafter is referred to as the “Wall App”.
HYPERVSN Content Management System hereinafter is referred to as the “CMS”.
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1.

WALL APPLICATION OVERVIEW

The Wall App is designed to control HYPERVSN Walls and manage their respective media content.
Key functions
•

Preparing (cutting) media content for Wall configurations and downloading it from your
account in the CMS (Cloud) onto your computer, to the Wall App Local Library.

•

Creating and managing playlists.

•

Uploading media content from the Wall App Local Library onto the Wall Devices and
MasterBox (if applicable).

•

Managing media content stored on the Wall Devices and MasterBox (if applicable).

•

Controlling the playback of Wall Devices.

All the procedures for the single Device are the same as those for the Wall, but the size of this
Wall must be set as 1x1.

Technical specifications
CONDITIONS

VALUE

OS

•

Windows 10

Memory

•

Free 150 MB for the Wall App installation

•

Free additional space for media content downloads

Screen
resolution

•

No less than 1366x768

Wi-Fi

•

Wall Devices require a Wi-Fi connection to be managed via the Wall
App

•

Wall Devices, the MasterBox (if applicable) and the PC with the Wall
App must all be connected to the same Wi-Fi network

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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2.

GETTING STARTED

2.1 PRELIMINARY SETUP
Before starting to work with the Wall App, ensure the following steps are performed.
1.

Assemble and install the Wall Devices, install the MasterBox (if applicable).

2.

Register your account in the CMS.

3.

Activate your MasterBox and Wall Devices.

4.

Activate your subscriptions.

For more information, see the “Wall Operating Manual”, if you use the HYPERVSN Wall, and the
“Holographic Human. Operating Manual”, if you use the HYPERVSN Holographic Human.
Important.
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•

All of the Wall Devices used within the same Wall must be the same model (only M,
or only MS, or only MS-L in the event you use one Device, or you use the
Holographic Human).

•

Switch Wall Devices to Operating Mode (move the switch on the stator to the
right).

•

Turn off the Hotspot switch on the MasterBox (move the “Hotspot” switch to the
right).

•

To upload playlists and control playback of your Devices and MasterBox via the
Wall App, all the Devices and the MasterBox must be in “Player” mode (see
section 3.3).

•

It is recommended to have a wire (Ethernet) connection between the router and
your PC.

•

To control Wall Devices with a MasterBox via the Wall App, the MasterBox must
be connected to the router with an Ethernet cable.

•

The router should have Internet access. For the router, permanent Internet access
is not required.

•

The PC, all of the Wall Devices in use and the MasterBox (if applicable) should be
connected to the same local network. (The selection of this network should be
done during the activation procedure.)

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved

2.2 KEY CONCEPTS
In this User Guide the term “Wall” is used for virtual components of the product, for physical
components of the product the term “Wall Devices” is used.
Active Wall. Using the same set of the Wall Devices you may create several “active” Walls and
play different media content on each of them simultaneously, or alternatively you can choose to
display content only on a specific section of their configuration.

Picture 1.
Attention. If the MasterBox is connected to the Wall Devices, only one set of Devices that
includes the MasterBox, can be assigned as an “Active Wall” at any given time. This even applies
when the two selected sets do not have the same Devices.

Picture 2.
Playlist. A list of media files that are prepared (cut) for a particular Wall, downloaded from the
Cloud to the Wall App Local Library and selected (added) to be played on the corresponding Wall
Devices.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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2.3 OVERVIEW OF WALL APP WORKING MODES
General working scheme

Wall Devices

Wall App

Cloud
(web-based CMS resources)

Wall Devices
You can control a number of Walls (Walls Devices) simultaneously via the Wall App.
The Wall App works in different modes that provide different functionalities.
1.

Working with the Cloud

Cloud
(web-based CMS resources)

Wall App

An Internet connection is required (office, home or mobile – an Ethernet connection is
preferable).
Mode functionalities:
•

Downloading media content from the Cloud to the Wall App Local Library.

•

Managing your content on the Wall App Local Library (creating and editing playlists).

2.

Managing media content stored on your computer

Wall App
Neither Internet nor Wi-Fi connection is required.
Mode functionalities:
•

8

Managing your Wall App Local Library content (creating, editing playlists with
downloaded media).
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3.

Work with your Wall Devices

Wall App

Wall App

Wall Devices (M or MS)
not wired,
without MasterBox

One Wall Device
(MS-L only)

Wireless Wall

Wall App

Wall Devices (M only)
not wired,
with MasterBox

Wall App

Wall App

Wall Devices (MS only)
wired, with MasterBox
connected

One Wall Device
(MS-L only)
with MasterBox connected

Holographic Human

Wall App
3 Wall Devices
(MS-L only), wired,
with MasterBox

Internet access is not required.
Mode functionalities:
•

Managing your Wall App Local Library content (creating and editing playlists with
downloaded media).

•

Managing media content uploaded to the Wall Devices (uploading playlists to Wall Devices
and managing media content stored on the Wall Devices).

•

Managing media playback on Wall Devices.

Attention. If any problems occur, go to your computer settings, check the status of your Internet
and Wi-Fi connection and then check the statuses of your Wall’s Devices and the MasterBox (if
applicable). (See section 3)

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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2.4 STANDARD WORKFLOWS
There are two standard workflows:
Create a layout for the Wall (sections 4.1).
Skip this step for Holographic Human

Download media content from the Cloud
into the Wall App Local Library (sections 5.2)

Set up the Wall: set serial numbers for each
Device in the Wall layout (sections 4.2/4.3)

Create a playlist (section 6.1)

Upload a playlist to the Wall Devices (section 6.2)

Control the playback of Wall Devices
(sections 7.1, 7.2)

Picture 3.

2.5 WALL APP INSTALLATION AND LOG IN
Installation
Install the Wall App – (HYPERVSN Wall App by Kino-mo Ltd.) – from the Microsoft Store.
Attention. It is possible to install the Wall App on your PC before performing the Devices and
MasterBox activation procedures. In this event, once the MasterBox and the Wall Devices have
been activated, go to the “User” tab and click Update. (See section 9.)
Logging in
To log in to the Wall App: run the Wall App → enter the email and the password that you use to
log in to your CMS account → click Log In.

Picture 4.
You are only required to enter your login credentials the first time you run the Wall app.

Note. The Wall App will not be available for users with another Windows account working on
your computer. Multi-factor authentication is not supported by the Wall app.
10
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3. FINDING DEVICES AND
DETERMINING THEIR STATUSES
3.1 DETERMINING STATUSES OF THE DEVICES AND
THE MASTERBOX
You can manage and control the Wall Devices and the MasterBox (if applicable) via the Wall App
only when the following conditions are fulfilled:
•

The Wall App detects the Devices and the MasterBox in the same local network.

•

The Devices and the MasterBox belong to your CMS account.

•

The Devices and the MasterBox have an “Online” status.

Determining Devices’ and MasterBox statuses
To determine the statuses of your Devices and MasterBox:
1.

Go to your PC settings and connect your computer to the local network that was assigned
to the Wall Devices and the MasterBox during activation.

2.

Turn the Wall Devices and the MasterBox on.

3.

Click the “Devices” tab. The process of searching the Wall Devices and the MasterBox in a
selected local network will begin. Once completed, information about each
Device/MasterBox status will appear.

Picture 5.
•

Online. The Device/the MasterBox has been found in the network, it is turned on and is
online.

•

Offline. The Device/the MasterBox with this particular serial number has previously been
found in your CMS account and has been used before (in this network), but it has not been
found during the current search.

•

Not activated. The Device/the MasterBox is not activated.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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•

•

No Permission. The Device/the MasterBox has been found in the network, it is turned on,
however:
•

it doesn’t belong to your CMS account or

•

it was reactivated, and the Wall App had no connection with your CMS account after
reactivation. Ensure that your computer has an Internet connection and click Find
Devices (Picture 5).

Subscription. The Device subscription is not valid or the current subscription does not
allow the Device to be integrated into a Wall (the Device can only be used as a Solo unit).

Other information about Devices and the MasterBox
The following information is also available in the list on the “Devices” tab:
•

Wall Devices/MasterBox serial numbers

•

Device/MasterBox name

•

Wall Device model

•

Number of media files stored on the Wall Devices/the MasterBox

•

Name of the active Wall that the Wall Devices/the MasterBox belongs to

•

Selected Wall Devices/MasterBox mode (Cloud CMS or Player)

•

IP address in the network that the Wall Devices/MasterBox are connected to

Picture 6.
If the
sign is located in front of the Device/MasterBox name, it means there is additional
information available for this Device/MasterBox. Click the Device/MasterBox in the list (Picture 6),
you will be taken to another page containing additional information about the Device/MasterBox.
(See section 8.)

Refreshing information about the Devices and the MasterBox
(specifically their statuses)
To refresh information about the Wall Devices/the MasterBox and in particular their current
statuses, click Update Info.

12
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Picture 7.
Once you connect your computer to another local network, to find the Devices/the MasterBox in
the new selected network, select the name of its network in the drop-down list and click Find
Devices (Picture 7).
Attention. You should only connect to networks that are indicated in the network settings of
Wall Devices/the MasterBox while their activation.

Manual Search of a Device
If your need to add a specific Device to the list and you know its IP address, you may click Add
Device (Picture 7) and enter its IP address into the open window.

Picture 8.

3.2 SELECTING ELEMENTS
To select a certain element in a list, select the checkbox located in front of an element name:
→
. To select all the elements in a list, select the checkbox located in the heading row of the list
(Picture 9).

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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Picture 9.

3.3 SWITCHING BETWEEN THE “CLOUD CMS” AND
“PLAYER” MODES
Important. To control the Devices and the MasterBox via the Wall App, they must be
switched to “Player” mode. To control the Devices via the tools of your web-based CMS,
switch the Devices into “Cloud CMS” mode.
To switch modes: select the Device/MasterBox in the list and then click Cloud CMS or Player.

Picture 10.
If you select a particular mode for the MasterBox, the same mode will automatically be chosen for
all the Devices connected to this MasterBox.

14
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3.4 DISPLAYING WALL DEVICES’ SERIAL NUMBERS
If you need to see Devices’ serial numbers on the Devices’ displays, select the corresponding
checkboxes in the list of Devices and click On. The serial numbers will be displayed on the
Calibration screens. To turn them off, click Off.

Picture 11.

Picture 12.

Note. If you need to perform the calibration procedure for any Device, to the “Settings” tab. See
section 8.2.6 for details.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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4. CREATING WALLS: CREATING LAYOUTS
AND SETTING UP SERIAL NUMBERS
Important. If you are going to use the Wall app for the Holographic Human, please skip
the steps of sections 4.1 - 4.2 and proceed with the steps of section 4.3.

4.1 CREATING A WALL LAYOUT
1.

Go to the “Walls” tab → Create Layout.

Picture 13.
2.

In the open window, for the Wall being created:
•
•
•

Enter the Wall name.
Select the model of the applied Wall Devices.
Select the number of columns and the number of rows.

Picture 14.
16
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Note. If the Model L has been selected, only the 1x1 layout will be available.

Picture 15.
•

Move the position of the toggle switch
into the “On” position – indicating that the
first Wall Device is going to be mounted (or is already mounted) on a short mount. The
“Off” position represents the first Wall Device being mounted on a long mount.

First device is
installed
on the short
mount

First device is
installed
on the long
mount
Picture 16.

•

Enter the “Mounting Height”, “Distance to Viewer” and “Viewer Offset” values (only whole
numbers can be used). Click the button
what these values mean.

if you would like to see more information about

Picture 17.
© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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3.

Click Create (Picture 15).
Attention. When you click Create, your PC must have an Internet connection.
The window with a setup scheme will open:

Picture 18.
The layout creation is finished.
To complete creating the Wall, proceed with setting up the Wall – adding serial numbers of the
Devices to the created setup scheme (layout). (See section 4.2.)
If you only created a layout for the Wall (but did not add Devices’ serial numbers to this layout)
you can proceed with downloading media content and creating playlists for this Wall. (See
section 5.)

4.2 SETTING UP THE WALL
If you have already mounted your Wall Devices on a surface or it’s known Device locations on a
surface, you may proceed with the steps of this section.
Alternatively, you may skip this section, and proceed with downloading media content form the
Cloud to your Wall App Local Library (see section 5). In this case, just click Setup Later (Picture
18), but run through this section later, after you have mounted your Wall Devices.
Attention.
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•

To setup a Wall, your PC must have an Internet connection.

•

To setup a Wall, the corresponding Wall Devices must belong to your CMS account.

•

The MasterBox (if applicable) must be connected to your router via the Ethernet cable and
turned on.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved

1.

In the setup scheme, for each Device (illustrated circle) select from the list a serial number
of a corresponding Wall Device: click a circle → click a serial number.

Picture 19.
The Wall Devices that are online, have green indicators in the list of serial numbers.

Note. If you need to see the serial numbers of the Wall Devices, turn the calibration screens
on (see section 3.4).
Pay attention to the color of the circles in the setup scheme:
•

Grey. No one Wall Device is assigned to this position.

•

Orange. The corresponding Wall Device is already assigned to another previously created
Wall.

•

Magenta. The corresponding Wall Device is assigned to the Wall being created, and not
assigned to any another Wall.
Informative messages will appear to help you while selecting serial numbers. (See
section 2.2 for the description of an “Active Wall”.)

Picture 20.

Note. If you don’t see a specific Device in a list, click Update (Picture 19). (If you still do not
see this Device in your list, check the Device’s subscription status and account identity, see
section 3.1.)

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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2.

If the MasterBox is applicable, select the MasterBox serial number from the drop-down list
(you may find MasterBox serial number in the list on the “Devices” tab or on the MasterBox
body).

Picture 21.
3.

If necessary, move the “Wireless mode” switch to the “On” position (Picture 21) (see
section 2.2 for details about the “Wireless” mode). Then confirm your choice in the open
dialog window.

Picture 22.

Note. The “Wireless mode” switch will only appear after selecting the MasterBox serial
number from the drop-down list (Picture 21).
4.

Click Save (Picture 21). The created Wall will appear on the “Walls” tab:

Picture 23.
Attention. When you click the “Save” button, your PC must have an Internet connection.
20
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All the Walls created are displayed in the list on the “Walls” tab.

Note. If the Wall Devices have been re-registered to another CMS account, the Walls that these
Devices belong to, should be newly set up.

4.3 CREATING WALLS FOR THE HOLOGRAPHIC HUMAN
Attention. Perform the steps of this section only if you use the Holographic Human.
Attention. Ensure you have performed all the steps described in the “Holographic Human.
Operating Manual”.
1.

Go to the “Walls” tab. You will find your Wall layout already created. The Wall name will
have the following view “Holographic_Human_X” → click Wall Setup.

Picture 24.
2.

In the setup scheme, for each Device (illustrated circle) select from the list a serial number
of a corresponding Wall Device: click a circle → click a serial number. Then select your
MasterBox serial number from the drop-down list.

Note.
•
•
•

•

Picture 25.

The list of your Wall Devices Model L only will appear.
The Wall Devices that are online, have green indicators in the list of serial numbers.
If you need to see the serial numbers of the Wall Devices, turn the calibration screens on
(see section 3.4). Your MasterBox serial number you may find in the list on the “Devices”
tab and on the MasterBox body.
If you don’t see a specific Device in a list, click Update (Picture 19). If you still do not see
this Device in your list, check the Device’s subscription status and account identity (see
section 3.1).

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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3.

Click Save (Picture 25). (When you click the “Save” button, your PC must have an Internet
connection.)

Attention. If you are going to manage your Holographic Human via the Wall app, select Player
mode. If you are going to use Media campaigns, select Cloud CMS mode. See section 3.3.

4.4 DELETING WALLS AND WALL LAYOUTS
To delete a specific Wall or Wall layout:
1.

Select from the list the Wall/Wall layout → click Delete Wall.

Picture 26.
2.

Confirm that you would like to delete the Wall/Wall layout in the dialog box that appears.

If any media has already been uploaded onto the Wall Devices of a Wall being deleted, the media
will still remain on the Wall Devices. For information how to delete media from the Wall Devices,
see section 5.4 and section 8.2.2, Picture 57).

22
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5. THE CLOUD / LOCAL LIBRARY /
DOWNLOADING MEDIA CONTENT
5.1 THE CLOUD
All your media is initially only stored in the Cloud (in your CMS account). To see it, select the
“Cloud” tab.

Picture 27.
Attention. To see the Cloud content, your PC must have an Internet connection.

Note. It may take some time before you see your newly created media in the list, because after
creation it needs to be processed by the web-based CMS resources.

Media preview playback

Picture 28.
© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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By clicking on a media thumbnail, you may start a media preview playback. And then on the
appeared panel you can manage preview playback and perform some additional operations:
•

- volume control

•

- play, stop preview playing

•

- zoom/return to initial proportions

•

- cast to Device

•

- full-screen mode

Searching for media in the Cloud
To search for particular media in the Cloud, enter its name into the “Search” bar on the “Cloud”
page (Picture 28).

5.2 PREPARING AND DOWNLOADING MEDIA FROM THE
CLOUD TO YOUR WALL APP LOCAL LIBRARY /
STATUSES OF MEDIA FILES
Media stored on the Cloud is initially not ready to be uploaded to your Wall App Local Library and
further onto Wall Devices (media is not cut for a certain Wall configuration).
To prepare and download media from the Cloud to the Wall App Local Library:
1.

On the “Cloud” tab, select the name of the Wall from the drop-down list.

Picture 29.

24
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The statuses of each media will appear near its name in the list:

Picture 30.
•

Download (button). A media is only stored in the Cloud and has not been prepared (cut
for Wall configuration) and downloaded to the Wall App Local Library for the selected
Wall.

•

In Library. A media is already downloaded to the Wall App Local Library for the selected
Wall and can be added to a playlist for the selected Wall.

•

Ready to download. You can use multiple computers to control your Wall Devices, and a
media has already been downloaded into the Wall App Local Library on one of your
computers (not onto the computer you are currently using).

•
2.

. A media has a soundtrack.
Choose the way of fitting media when it will be displayed on the Wall Devices (Picture 30):
turn the “Fit Media” switch into On or Off position.

Picture 31.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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Fit Off

Fit On
Picture 32.

Attention. For the Holographic Human always select the “Off” position.
(If the “Fit On” option is selected, the “fit” status appears in front of the all names of media
in the list, if the “Fit off” option is selected the “fit” status disappears.)
3.

Click Download in front of the media name. The following indicators will be changing in
turn: “Preparing” and then “Downloading”. Upon completion of the downloading
process, the “In Library” will be displayed:

Picture 33.
If you intend to use the same media for several Walls, repeat steps 1-3 for each Wall.
Attention. Media are always prepared and downloaded for the selected Wall. If you select
another Wall (from the drop-down list on the “Cloud” tab), you will see a list of media (with their
respective statuses) for the newly selected Wall.
Attention. The process of preparing media (cutting of it for Wall configuration) takes some time.
Its duration depends on the size of the media file, the congestion of the web-based CMS resources
and your network’s capacity. A maximum of 10 media files can be prepared and downloaded
simultaneously.
After media has been downloaded into the Wall App Local Library, it will still be stored in the
Cloud. You may delete the media in your Wall App Local Library and download it from the Cloud
once again if you wish.

26
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5.3 WALL APP LOCAL LIBRARY CONTENT
On the “Local Library” tab, lists of media that have been prepared and downloaded for the
Walls/Wall’s layouts are displayed.
To see media content for a particular Wall, select its name from the drop-down list:

Picture 34.
If you did not download any media from the Cloud for the selected Wall, the “Local Library” tab
will be empty.

Picture 35.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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5.4 DELETING MEDIA IN THE LOCAL LIBRARY
To delete a particular media file in the Local Library, select
in front of the media file name in
the list. To delete several media files at once, select their corresponding checkboxes and then click
Delete Media.

Picture 36.
The following dialog box will appear to select a place(s) where the selected media should be
deleted, make your choice there.

Picture 37.
Attention. If you delete a media file in the Local Library, it will be deleted from each playlist where
it has been added.

28
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5.5 CHANGING THE LOCATION FOR THE WALL APP
LOCAL LIBRARY
If you need to change a location to which media files will be downloaded from the Cloud (to set a
folder that is different to the default one): go to the “Cloud” tab → click Set Location → select a
new folder in the open explorer window.

Picture 38.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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6. CREATING AND MANAGING PLAYLISTS /
UPLOADING PLAYLISTS TO WALL DEVICES
6.1 CREATING A PLAYLIST
1.

Go to the “Walls” tab → select the Wall that you are going to create a playlist for.

2.

Click Create Playlist:

Picture 39.

Picture 40.
3.

Enter the name of the playlist being created → click Create.

Picture 41.
30
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4.

Click Add Media:

Picture 42.
5.

The list of media prepared and downloaded for this Wall will appear. Select media for a
playlist:
•

Click item with the “+” sign, to add media to a playlist.

•

Click item with the “v” sign, to deselect media being added.

Picture 43.
6.

Click Done (Picture 43), after all necessary media has been selected.
The created playlist (its contents) will be displayed.
If you click
, the created playlist will be displayed in the list of all other playlists created
for the selected Wall.

© Copyright 2021 HYPERVSN. All rights reserved
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Picture 44.

Picture 45.
To view a playlist’s content, click the playlist in the list (Picture 45).

6.2 UPLOADING PLAYLISTS TO WALL DEVICES VIA WI-FI
Attention. Before starting to upload any media content, ensure that all the Wall Devices and the
MasterBox (if applicable) of the selected Wall have an “Online” status.
1.

On the “Walls” tab, select the Wall that you are going to upload a playlist to.

2.

Select a playlist (you may manage several playlists at the same time).

3.

Click

32

Upload via Wi-Fi
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Picture 46.
or click on the playlist and then on the open page with its content, click Upload via WiFi.

Picture 47.
4.

Wait until the upload has been completed.

If a playlist is uploaded successfully, the “Ready to Play” status will be displayed in front of its
name. If there is no connection with any/all of the Wall Devices, a created playlist will be saved
locally, the “Upload Playlist to Devices” status will be displayed under the playlist name.

6.3 UPLOADING PLAYLISTS TO WALL DEVICES VIA A
MICROSD CARD
Note.
•
•

If your PC does not have a MicroSD slot, use a card reader.
To upload media content onto the MasterBox, instead of a MicroSD card and a card reader,
you may use a USB flash drive.
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•

Everything should be erased from the MicroSD card by formatting it to FAT32 file system.

1.

Insert a MicroSD card/USB flash drive into the appropriate socket of your PC.

2.

Select a playlist in the list of playlists (you may manage several playlists at the same time),
click Upload via SD (Picture 46) or on the page with the playlist content, click Upload via
SD (Picture 47).

3.

In the open explorer window, select the MicroSD card/USB flash drive (the corresponding
disk) and save the playlist onto it.

4.

Remove the MicroSD card/the USB flash from the appropriate slot/port.

Note. The playlist(s) can initially be saved to any folder of your PC and then to the MicroSD
card/the USB flash.
5.

For the Wall Devices:
•

Turn off the Wall Devices.

•

Insert the Micro SD card with the playlist into the Device (you may start with any Device).

•

Turn the Device on. Wait till “Done. Eject SD card” message appears on this Device.

Picture 48.
•

Turn the Device off and remove the MicroSD card from the Device.

•

Repeat these steps for each Wall Device.

6.

For the MasterBox:
•

Connect the MasterBox to the power mains.

•

Insert the USB flash drive (containing the playlist) into the USB socket of the MasterBox. Or
connect the card reader to the MasterBox and insert the MicroSD card into the card reader. The
playlist will start to download automatically.

•

If any audio facilities are connected to the MasterBox, it will produce the “Start update” sound
message. Once the downloading procedure is successfully finished, the “Update success”
sound message will be produced. The “Update failure” sound message will be produced, if the
downloading procedure is finished incorrectly.

•

Remove the card reader/the USB flash drive from the socket.

Once the Wall Devices are turned on, the last uploaded playlist will start to play.
After being successfully uploaded, the playlist(s) will have the “Ready to play” status on the
“Playlists” page. (The status will be updated after rebooting the Wall app or after reselecting the
“Walls” page or after you click
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).
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6.4 EDITING PLAYLIST, MANAGING MEDIA IN A PLAYLIST
You may change any playlist name by clicking the button
window.

and editing the name in the open

Picture 49.
To edit a playlist:
1.

Use the following functions (Picture 49):
•

Delete. To delete media from a playlist. The media will only be deleted from the
playlist itself, but if a playlist has already been uploaded onto the Wall Devices, the playlist
will have to be uploaded once again.

Attention. If you delete a media file in the Local Library, it will be deleted from each playlist where
it has been added.
•
•

Duplicate. To make a copy of the media in a playlist.
Repeat. To set the number of times the media will be repeated in a playlist.

If a playlist has already been uploaded onto the Wall Devices, in this event, after any media
updates/additions, the playlist should be uploaded onto the Wall Devices and the MasterBox once
again. The “Playlist wasn’t uploaded. Upload playlist again” message will appear.
If a playlist has already been uploaded onto the Wall Devices, after any media updates/additions,
it is still stored on the Wall Devices. To apply any changes to a particular playlist on the Wall
Devices, the playlist should be uploaded onto the Wall Devices once again.
To delete media from the Wall Devices, go to the “Local Library” tab, select the Wall, click Delete
and select Delete on Devices in the open window.
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On the “Playlists” page, the functions to manage an entire playlist(s) are also available.

Picture 50.
•
•

36

Duplicate. To make a copy of a playlist.
Delete. To delete a playlist. Once this function has been clicked, the dialog box will
appear to select a location where the playlist is required to be deleted: in the Wall App
Local Library or on the Wall Devices / Wall Devices that are connected to the MasterBox.
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7.
7.1

WALL PLAYBACK CONTROL

PLAYLIST SELECTION

After a playlist has been uploaded onto the Wall Devices and the MasterBox, its name will appear
in the drop-down box located under the respective Wall name on the “Walls” page:

Picture 51.
At each moment under the Wall name the current selected playlist is displayed.
To select another playlist for a particular Wall, select the playlist name from the drop-down list
(Picture 51).

7.2 CONTROL OF MEDIA PLAYBACK
Note. To start media playback, a playlist should have the “Ready to play” status and a Wall should
have the “Ready” status. (For detailed information about possible Wall and Wall Devices statuses,
see section 8).
If some of your Devices are included in a number of Walls, to start playback on a Wall of this type,
you should make this Wall “active”. To do it, click the “Make active” button located in front of
the Wall name (Picture 52). If you have only one Wall, it will be “active” by default.

Note. For information about an “active” Walls, see section 2.2.
To start a playlist playback, click the “Play” button

(Picture 51).

If a playlist is currently playing on the Wall Devices, a magenta dot
the playlist name.
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will be blinking in front of
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The panel located over the Walls list contains the elements to control the Wall’s playback.

Picture 52.
- play the previous media in the selected playlist
- stop playback of the currently playing playlist
- pause playback of the currently playing playlist
- start playing the selected playlist
- play the next media in the selected playlist
To begin controlling a Wall, first select it in the list. You are also able to select and manage a
number of Walls simultaneously. To manage all of the Walls simultaneously, select the checkbox
located in the list heading (Picture 52).
Elements to control playback of a particular playlist are also available on the page with its playlist
content.

Picture 53.
38
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Attention. The “Located only on Wall” playlist status means, that the same set of Wall Devices
has already been assigned to another Wall with the same set of parameters (column number, row
number, mounting height, distance to viewer, viewer offset) as the current Wall and the Wall
App has found an uploaded playlist on this set of Wall Devices.
If a playlist has a “Located only on Wall” status, it can be played on the Wall Devices of the
currently selected Wall, but it cannot be duplicated.
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8. WALL AND WALL DEVICES' INFORMATION
8.1 WALLS STATUSES
On the “Walls” tab, the Walls statuses are displayed in front of Wall names.

Picture 54.
•

Not setup. The setup procedure for the Wall is not finished.

•

Not active. Some or all of the Wall Devices are assigned to another active Wall.

•

Devices issue. Some or all of the Wall Devices and the MasterBox are offline or
alternatively different modes have been set for some them (CMS and Player) or they do
not have the necessary subscription.

•

Ready. All the Wall Devices are online, the same mode has been set for all the Wall Devices
(and for the Masterbox, if applicable) and the Wall Devices are ready to begin playback.

8.2 DEVICE INFORMATION
8.2.1

Diagnostic page

To see detailed information about the Wall Devices, click Diagnostic (Picture 54). The Diagnostic
page will open.
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Picture 55.
The color of circles in the scheme means the following:
•

Green. Everything is functioning normally, the Wall Device is ready to start playback.

•

Red. The Device is offline or the Wall is not setup.

•

Yellow. A different mode (Cloud CMS) is selected for the Device or there are some issues
with its subscription.

If the Wall Devices are used with the MasterBox, the Diagnostic page will provide you with the
additional detailed information about each Device of the Wall and the MasterBox it is connected
to (Picture 53). To see detailed information about a particular Device, select it (its circle) in the
scheme.

8.2.2 Access to the Device/MasterBox information, the Web
Manager tools / Deleting media from Wall Devices
To see detailed information about a Wall Device and MasterBox, you could also on the “Devices”
tab, select the Device or the MasterBox (Picture 54).
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Picture 56.
The tab containing the four subtabs with information about the selected Wall Device or
the MasterBox will open: “Details”, “Network”, “Subscriptions” and “Settings”. A list of the
media that is stored on the selected Device also is displayed there.

Picture 57.
Attention. Information about “Details”, “Network”, and “Subscriptions” is available, if your
computer has an Internet connection (connection with your CMS account).
On this page the “Delete” function

is available for each media file stored on the Wall Device.

Access to the Web Manager tools
To go to the Web Manager page of the Device or the MasterBox, click Web Manager (Picture
57).

Note. For more detailed information, see the Web Manager User Guide. If PINs to enter to the
Web Manager will be requested, find them in your web-based CMS, in the list of your Devices in
the “Devices” tab.
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8.2.3 Details tab

Picture 58.
The “Details” tab contains the following information:
•

Device PIN

•

MacAddress

•

Device IP address

•

Core and crm – versions of the Device software (rotor)

8.2.4 Network tab
On the “Network” tab it is available to see the list of networks that the Wall Device could be
connected to (this data is entered during Wall Device activation).

Picture 59.
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8.2.5 Subscriptions tab

Picture 60.
On the “Subscriptions” tab the following information about the Device subscription is available:
•

Subscription name

•

Activation date

•

Expiration date

•

Till expired

8.2.6 Settings tab / Calibration procedure
On the “Settings” tab it is available to perform the calibration procedure.

Picture 61.
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Click

to start calibration. The Devices displays will start to display their serial numbers.

Picture 62.
The displaying serial numbers should be parallel to the ground. To adjust the their horizontal
orientation:
•
•
Click

- click to rotate the image on the Wall Device display clockwise.
- click to rotate the image on the Wall Device display counter-clockwise.
again after calibrating.

Note. When you are on the “Settings” page of the MasterBox, and you click
, the serial
numbers will appear on the displays of the Wall Devices that are connected to the MasterBox.
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9. USER INFORMATION / LOGGING OUT
User information
Select the “User” tab to check your CMS account information. The information will be
automatically downloaded from your CMS account, if your PC has an Internet connection.

Picture 63.
Attention. To refresh information about the Devices that belong to your CMS account, click
Update each time after the activation procedure for the Device(s) has been performed.

Logging out
To log out: go to the “User” tab → Log out (Picture 63).
After logging out, all the media stored in the Wall App Local Library will become unavailable and
they will be available after logging in with the login and password previously used.
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